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	Solving for Project Risk Management: Understanding the Critical Role of Uncertainty in Project Management, 9781260473834 (126047383X), McGraw-Hill, 2020

	
		Risk is real?but you can manage it with this hard-hitting guide to reducing risk on any project, in any industry

	
		All projects, large and small, are subject to various risks. But the failure to manage inherent risk with diligence and know-how can lead to devastating consequences for an organization. In this comprehensive hands-on guide, a renowned expert in the field provides everything organizations need to conduct project risk management the right way.

	
		Why do so many projects come in over schedule and over budget? How do projected expenditures and schedules line up with reality? How can you accurately assess risk to mitigate financial disaster? Through a methodical, statistics-based approach, Christian B. Smart reveals:

		
			The enduring problem of cost and schedule growth
	
			How rigorous project risk management can reduce the impact of uncertainty
	
			The systematic tendency to underestimate risk?and how to avoid it
	
			Ways to accurately assess confidence levels in project risk management
	
			The need for proper risk management at the portfolio level


	
		The author lays out common problems and explains how to effectively solve them. And while he employs a wealth of illustrative charts, graphs, and statistics, he presents the material in an accessible style, and peppers the text with powerful personal anecdotes.

	
		Ideal for project managers, business analysts, and senior decision makers in both the public and private sectors, Solving for Project Risk Management offers everything you need to ensure your projects run smoothly, on budget, and deliver the expected outcomes.
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ANSI Common LISPPrentice Hall, 1995
Combines an introduction to Lisp programming and a convenient, up-to-date reference manual for ANSI Common Lisp. Professional programmers will appreciate its thorough, practical approach. Paper. DLC: COMMON LISP (Computer program language)       

       Teaching users new and more powerful ways of thinking about  programs, this...

		

SQL Primer: An Accelerated Introduction to SQL BasicsApress, 2018

	Modern society is driven by data. Whether it is at a personal level, like a notebook containing scribbled notes; or at a countrywide level like Census data, it has permeated all our workflows. There is always a growing need to efficiently store and organize it so that meaningful information can be extracted out of raw data.
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Taboo: 10 Facts You Can't Talk AboutDecker Publishing, 2020

	It has become virtually impossible to honestly discuss race, gender, and class issues in mainstream American society because if you dare repeat certain "tabooo truths," you'll be ostracized as a bigot. Professor Wilfred Reilly (author of Hate Crime Hoax) fearlessly presents 10 of these truths here and investigates...





	

Key Topics in Sexual Health (Key Topics Series)CRC Press, 2005

	This impeccably researched text provides the reader with a comprehensive overview of sexual health, exploring a range of topics such as:

	
		sexually transmitted infections
	
		contraception
	
		urological conditions
	
		genital dermatoses
	
		sexual dysfunction
	
		novel...



		

Innovations in Embedded and Real-Time Systems Engineering for CommunicationIGI Global, 2012

	Like the anti-lock brakes system of a car, real-time systems are time-vital technologies put in place to react under a certain set of circumstances, often vital to security of data, information, or other resources.


	Innovations in Embedded and Real-Time Systems Engineering for Communication has collected the latest research...


		

Prototype and Scriptaculous in ActionManning Publications, 2007
Prototype and Scriptaculous are libraries that extend standard Ajax. They make it easier to program Ajax and provide powerful features like drag and drop and animation. In this book, developers learn by playing and see how the libraries work in the real world.
 As experience with Ajax increases, developers want the standard Ajax capabilities...
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